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Abstract. The impact of nonuniform spatial distribution of the luminescence coupling (LC)
effect to the limiting cell conversion efficiency of multijunction solar cells (MJSCs) has
been investigated. For this purpose, the laser beam induced current distribution maps of the
limiting bottom cell have been acquired experimentally under varying middle-to-bottom cell
LC efficiencies. The minimum and the maximum LC efficiencies demonstrated were 8.5%
and 69%, respectively. To further analyze the measurement results, a quasi-two-dimensional
simulation model considering the spatially nonuniform nature of the LC effect has been devel-
oped. A good agreement between the simulation and the measurement results suggests that
the nonuniform LC current distribution is induced by optical phenomena such as photon escape
and internal reflection. This nonuniformity then causes the absolute conversion efficiency of
the limiting cell to be reduced by 1.35% at maximum LC efficiency. This reduction, when
suppressed, can yield higher limiting cell conversion efficiency, which in turn may improve
the overall MJSC conversion efficiency. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in
part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JPE.7.035501]
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1 Introduction

Multijunction solar cells (MJSCs) are high-efficiency solar cell devices composed of multiple
semiconductor materials stacked together to allow photon-to-electron conversion in a wider
range of the solar spectrum.1,2 These devices have demonstrated conversion efficiencies beyond
37% under global air-mass 1.5 spectrum.3 One way to further improve MJSC conversion effi-
ciency is to optimize the luminescence coupling (LC) effect, which is described as the absorption
of photons emitted from a higher bandgap subcell to a lower bandgap subcell.4–9 Studies on its
electrical properties have been extensively conducted using the current–voltage (J − V) char-
acterizations and one-dimensional modeling.10–12 However, to the best of our knowledge,
whether or not the spatial distribution of the LC effect has a significant impact on the limiting
cell conversion efficiency of a series-constrained MJSC has not been probed yet in detail. Thus,
we have investigated the impact of in-plane profile of LC current generation in MJSCs, which
has been found to be nonuniformly distributed,13 to the limiting cell conversion efficiency. For
this purpose, we have characterized commercial MJSCs using the laser beam induced current
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(LBIC) mapping method and developed a quasi-two-dimensional (Q-2D) simulation model.
Here, the MJSC sample has been modeled in 2-D using an electrical simulation circuit
model while the nonuniform optical profile of the LC effect has been modeled in three dimen-
sions. Good agreement of the measurements with the simulation model results suggests that
the nonuniformity of the LC effect is optically induced. Moreover, it is less likely caused
by edge recombination, which is typically modeled using electrical circuits alone14–18 (see
Appendix A.1). We have found that the absolute conversion efficiency reduction of the limiting
cell due to nonuniform LC current generation is 1.35% at maximum LC efficiency. Addressing
this reduction can increase the limiting cell conversion efficiency, which in effect may improve
the overall MJSC conversion efficiency.

2 Methodology

2.1 Experimental Setup

We have characterized commercial triple junction solar cells (3JSCs) whose area is 0.31 cm2.
The top, middle, and bottom cells of the 3JSC are indium gallium phosphide (InGaP), gallium
arsenide (GaAs), and germanium (Ge), respectively. The samples were characterized by LBIC
mapping method at room temperature, in which the Ge bottom cell was made current limiting.13

To measure the spatial distribution of the photocurrent generated by direct light source excitation
and by the LC effect in the limiting Ge bottom cell, a 1064-nm laser and a 785-nm laser were
used, respectively. Both lasers were set to a switching frequency of 3500 Hz and their spot diam-
eters are 100 and 50 μm, respectively. These lasers move in a horizontal and vertical manner,
scanning upon the sample stage. In addition, continuous illumination 430- and 660-nm LEDs
were used to make the Ge bottom cell current limiting. For the case of 1064-nm laser excitation,
we used an attenuation filter (transmission, T ≈ 10%) for the laser to ensure that the Ge bottom
cell remains current limiting. As an additional reference, we measured the spatial distribution of
the adjacent GaAs middle cell by employing continuous 430-, 970-, and 1550-nm LEDs to make
it current limiting and a 785-nm laser to directly excite it. For this setup, an attenuation filter
(T ≈ 10%) was also used to ensure that the GaAs middle cell remains current limiting. The
specifications of the continuous LED and pulsating laser sources employed in the setup are
summarized in Tables 2 and 3 and Appendix A.2, respectively.

2.2 Quasi-Two-Dimensional Simulation Model

To analyze the measurements, we have developed a simulation model that satisfies both the
photocurrent distribution profiles observed when an MJSC subcell is directly excited and
when the LC effect is induced. To implement this model, first, we have developed a 2-D elec-
trical circuit model.19 Each unit is composed of three subcells representing the top, middle, and
bottom cells as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the illuminated region is represented by units in white fill,
whereas the perimeter region is represented by units in gray fill. The units are interconnected by a
lumped series resistance Rs, which represents the current movement within the cell and the re-
sistance between the metal contact and the cell. J01;i and J02;i represent the diffusion and the bulk
nonradiative recombination diode coefficients with ideality factors of 1 and 2, respectively. J0rad;i
is the radiative recombination diode coefficient of the i’th subcell with an ideality factor of 1.
Jph;i is the generated photocurrent from external light sources in the i’th subcell. Rsh;i is the shunt
resistance of the i’th subcell.20,21 JLC;m→b represents the generated LC current in the Ge bottom
cell, which is dependent on the radiative recombination current of the GaAs middle cell.9,12 The
values of the parameters fitted with experimental data can be found in Table 4, Appendix A.3. As
for the perimeter region, an ideality factor of 2 was assumed for the diode model per subcell
representing the edge recombination.14–18,22 In Fig. 1, this is labeled as J02p;i. Then, the non-
uniform illumination profile introduced by the LC effect is modeled using the equation of super-
ellipse. This is further described in Sec. 2.3.

Assumptions were made to limit this study within the spatial LC effect from the GaAs middle
cell to the Ge bottom cell. We assumed that the LC effect is negligible between the InGaP top cell
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and Ge bottom cell due to the optical thickness of the GaAs middle cell.8,23 In addition, the
photocurrent generation due to light unabsorbed by the upper subcells is much smaller compared
with the LC current generation.24 Thus, we assumed that all of the photocurrent generation in the
Ge bottom cell by GaAs middle cell excitation is due to the LC effect. Also, the voltage dis-
tribution of the limiting Ge bottom cell is considered spatially uniform since the tunnel diode in
between the GaAs and Ge subcells is heavily doped.25 Hence, we assumed negligible tunneling
resistance and lateral resistances. These assumptions then make the electrical circuit sufficient to
expand in-plane, in 2-D. These simplifications also prevent having calculation artifacts and a
long calculation time, which are encountered with increasing the number of nodes and compo-
nents involved.

2.3 Analytical Equations Used

In the past literature, the equation of a superellipse has been assumed for modeling the
Fraunhofer diffraction26,27 and light scattering at textured surfaces of thin-film silicon solar
cells.28 This equation is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;311zoptðx; yÞ ¼
�
sxy
k2

�
2

−
�
x2

k2
þ y2

k2

�
þ 1; (1)

in Cartesian coordinates where s defines the sharpness of the superellipse corners. In this work,
we introduce Eq. (1) to analytically model the nonuniform optical profile of the LC effect in
MJSCs, in which x and y are defined as the in-plane distribution map positions and k is defined
as half of the width of the cell sample. For square or rectangular-shaped solar cells, s is set to 1.
This definition follows the criterion k ≥ �x; y. Instead of implementing a Gaussian profile,
which is typically assumed for modeling the illumination profile for distributed circuits consid-
ering spatial dependence of temperature effects in solar cells29 and chromatic aberration, an opti-
cal effect in concentrator MJSC systems,16,30,31 we opted to assume the superellipse profile. This
is because the Gaussian profile contour is circular throughout the plane. On the other hand, the
superellipse profile gradually changes from rectangular to a rounded rectangular shape toward
the center of the cell, which better describes the observed LBIC maps.13 Considering zopt, the net
electro-optical LC current JLC;netðx; yÞ becomes

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;122JLC;netðx; yÞ ¼ ½βLCzoptðx; yÞ þ ð1 − βLCÞ�JLCðx; yÞ; (2)

where βLC is the fraction of nonuniformity describing the portion of the original local LC current,
JLCðx; yÞ that is laterally uniform.

Fig. 1 A portion of the 2-D electrical circuit model for InGaP/GaAs/Ge 3JSC showing 9 cell units.
The white-filled units represent those in the illuminated region while the gray-filled units represent
those in the perimeter region.
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To quantify the nonuniformity of the LC effect, the standard deviation of LC current map
values σLC was calculated for every LBIC measurement. To calculate for the limiting cell con-
version efficiency, the maximum power point voltage Vmpp from light J − V characteristics was
determined. From Vmpp, the nodal currents and voltages, Jmppðx; yÞ and Vmppðx; yÞ, were
extracted from the 2-D electrical circuit model. Then using the Q-2D simulation model, the
nonuniform distribution of the LC effect was incorporated into Jmppðx; yÞ using Eq. (2). The
cell conversion efficiency ηTOTAL was then calculated using

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;651ηTOTAL ¼
RR

Jmppðx; yÞVmppðx; yÞdx dy
Psource

; (3)

where Psource is the incident light power per spot area and dx dy is the differential cell area.

3 Results and Discussion

The lateral LBIC map for the GaAs middle cell acquired by direct 785-nm laser excitation is
shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, we see that the distribution of photocurrent generation is uniform and
an abrupt decrease is seen in the cell edges. Then, the lateral LBIC maps for the Ge bottom cell
acquired by direct 1064-nm laser excitation and by LC effect (using 785-nm laser) are shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The photocurrent generation in the Ge bottom cell from direct
excitation is uniform while from the LC effect, it shows increasing generation toward the center.
To interpret Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively, consider the illustrations shown in Figs. 2(d)–2(f).
Figure 2(d) shows the direct excitation from the attenuated 1064-nm scanning laser, in which the
Ge bottom cell was excited at its local points. Thus, the spatial distribution of photocurrent in this
case was expectedly uniform. It is also noted that photocurrent is still high even near the cell
edges, suggesting that the size of the perimeter where the edge recombination occurs in the Ge
bottom cell is negligibly thin in this case. The observation is the same for direct GaAs middle
excitation, as shown in Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) show how the photons are
emitted from some of the possible radiative emission spots in the GaAs middle cell toward the Ge
bottom cell. Since the photocurrent generation due to the LC effect was observed to increase
toward the cell center, assuming uniform voltage distribution across the Ge bottom cell, this
suggests the following. One is that some of the photons emitted from the GaAs middle cell
to the Ge bottom cell escape toward the edges via escape cone,32 as shown in Fig. 2(e).
Another is the internal reflection experienced by photons whose incident angles are larger
than the escape cone, which may most likely arrive toward the center of the cell and be reab-
sorbed there, as shown in Fig. 2(f). These optical phenomena may thereby induce an in-plane
nonuniformity,33 which will be probed further in a future work.

Figures 2(g) and 2(h) show the lateral current maps without and with a nonuniform optical
profile considered, respectively. In Fig. 2(g), the lateral current map is uniform because the 2-D
electrical circuit calculations do not incorporate the nonuniform distribution profile of photons
emitted from an adjacent higher bandgap subcell approaching the lower bandgap subcell of an
MJSC. On the other hand, Fig. 2(h) shows a nonuniform lateral current map, after considering
the nonuniform optical profile assumed. Here, the LC current increases toward the cell center as
defined by Eq. (2). This assumption shows good agreement with the measured LC current dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 2(b). Thus, considering an optical profile, which is assumed as a super-
ellipse distribution in our case, is necessary for modeling the nonuniform profile of the LC effect.
This necessity also suggests that the spatial mismatch of the LC current generation in an MJSC
subcell is mainly governed by its internal optics.

To determine how the LC current uniformity changes under different GaAs-to-Ge subcell LC
efficiencies, using 785-nm excitation laser we acquired the LBIC maps under varying 660-nm
LED intensity, thereby producing different LC efficiencies.11 Figures 3(a)–3(d) show how
increasing the GaAs-to-Ge subcell LC efficiency affects the nonuniformity of the LC current
distribution map. These figures show that the LC current generated in the Ge bottom cell
increases as the LC efficiency increases. However, with increasing LC efficiency, nonuniformity
becomes more prominent in the LC current distribution. This is quantitatively confirmed by the
standard deviation of LC current map values as summarized in Table 1. Here, a higher σLC value
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indicates less uniform current distribution. It is also noteworthy that the minimum and the maxi-
mum LC efficiencies derived from LBIC measurements fitting are 8.5% and 69%, respectively.
0% LC efficiency cannot be achieved experimentally because of measurement artifacts observed
to become more severe at low photocurrent generation. Figures 3(e)–3(h) show the simulation
results under various LC efficiencies. These results show good agreement with the measured
LBIC maps, indicating the same inferences discussed for Figs. 2(b) and 2(h).

To probe the impact of a nonuniform LC effect to the limiting cell conversion efficiency, the
Ge bottom cell conversion efficiency was calculated using Eq. (3). The Ge bottom cell conver-
sion efficiency calculations are summarized in Table 1. Considering the nonuniform optical pro-
file of the LC effect, calculations have shown that increasing LC efficiency yields increasing Ge
bottom cell efficiency as well. On the other hand, comparing the Ge bottom cell conversion
efficiency calculations with (βLC ≠ 0, assimilated from LBIC measurements) and without
(βLC ¼ 0) the optical nonuniformity considered, about 1.35% absolute conversion efficiency
reduction is introduced at the highest LC efficiency, which is relatively 16.83% of the Ge bottom
cell conversion efficiency if the LC effect is uniformly distributed. With this amount of subcell

Fig. 2 Lateral LBIC maps of photocurrent generation (a) at GaAs middle cell by direct 785-nm
laser excitation with ∼90% attenuation filter and at Ge bottom cell (b) by LC effect using 785-nm
laser and (c) by direct 1064-nm laser excitation with ∼90% attenuation filter. (d) Illustration of
1064-nm laser excitation at a local point in Ge bottom cell. Some of the spontaneous emission
spots in GaAs middle cell emitting photons toward Ge bottom cell, in which some photons are
refracted (represented by violet waves), (e) other photons escape toward the cell edges (orange
waves), (f) and other photons are internally reflected (red waves) during the LC effect, using
785-nm laser. Lateral view of the Q-2D current map extracts (g) without and (h) with nonuniformity
of LC effect considered, respectively. Applied InGaP/GaAs/Ge 3JSC terminal voltage is 1.5 V and
spatial resolution is 23.44 × 20.98 □∕mm2 for all current maps shown.
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conversion efficiency reduction, spatial current matching becomes an important concept to
further improve the MJSC conversion efficiency when benefitting from the LC effect.

4 Conclusion

Nonuniform LC current generation was observed in the Ge bottom cell of an InGaP/GaAs/Ge
3JSC when it was made current limiting. Good agreement of experiment and simulation results

Table 1 Summary of standard deviation of LC current map values obtained from LBIC map and
calculated conversion efficiencies from the Q-2D power distribution maps with increasing GaAs-
to-Ge subcell LC efficiencies where Ge bottom cell is limiting. Values shown were rounded up to
the nearest hundredths.

PLED;660 nm
a

(mW∕cm2)
αLC;m→b

b

(%)
σJLC

c

(μA∕cm2)

ηTOTAL
d (%)

ΔηTOTAL
e

(%)
Δηreductionf

(%)

Nonuniform LC
(assimilated,
βLC ≠ 0)

Uniform
LC

(βLC ¼ 0)

35.00 8.50 9.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

180.00 13.00 21.60 1.34 1.53 0.20 12.77

200.00 18.00 23.40 2.57 2.95 0.38 12.76

225.00 27.00 26.00 3.80 4.40 0.60 13.57

240.00 35.00 27.30 4.58 5.37 0.78 14.62

250.00 41.00 28.40 4.90 5.82 0.92 15.73

270.00 56.00 29.80 6.02 7.15 1.13 15.77

293.46 69.00 33.50 6.67 8.01 1.35 16.83

aPLED;660 nm is the 660-nm continuous LED light intensity.
bαLC;m→b is the LC efficiency from GaAs to Ge subcell.
cσJLC

is the standard deviation of LC current map values.
dηTOTAL is the Ge bottom cell conversion efficiency.
eΔηTOTAL is the absolute conversion efficiency difference between having uniform (βLC ¼ 0) and nonuniform
(βLC ≠ 0) LC current at Ge bottom cell.

fηreduction is the relative Ge bottom cell conversion efficiency reduction due to nonuniform LC effect.

Fig. 3 Color map representations of LC current distribution at Ge bottom cell whose LC efficien-
cies are (a) and (e) 8.5%, (b) and (f) 18%, (c) and (g) 41%, and (d) and (h) 69%. Here, (a)–(d) were
experimentally acquired from LBIC measurements employing 785-nm excitation laser under vary-
ing 660-nm LED intensities whereas (e)–(h) were acquired from Q-2D simulation. Applied InGaP/
GaAs/Ge 3JSC terminal voltage is 1.5 V for all current maps shown.
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suggests that the nonuniform LC effect in MJSCs is optically induced. This is possibly caused by
photons emitted from a higher bandgap subcell to a lower bandgap subcell escaping toward the
cell edges and by internally reflected photons getting better absorbed toward the center of the
cell. At maximum GaAs-to-Ge subcell LC efficiency, although the conversion efficiency of
the Ge bottom cell that may be achieved was calculated at 8.01% for a cell area of 0.31 cm2,
the absolute conversion efficiency reduction introduced by a nonuniform LC effect was calcu-
lated at 1.35%. From our results, it can then be inferred that the limiting Ge bottom cell
conversion efficiency can be further improved by making the LC current generation spatially
uniform. This can be done by finding ways to improve current generation toward the cell perim-
eter in order to compensate for the loss due to the nonuniform current generation of a strong LC
effect especially for MJSC structures intentionally designed for concentrator photovoltaic
systems.

Appendix

A.1 Comparison of Increased Perimeter Area and Optically Induced
Nonuniformity of Luminescence Coupling Effect

Figure 4 shows the simulated LC current distribution maps with varying spatial LC current dis-
tribution profiles and varying perimeter areas. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show a uniform LC current
profile, but have thin and thick perimeter areas, respectively. Figure 4(c) shows the same as the
one shown in Fig. 3(h) and was included in this set of figures for convenience. Comparing
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), it can be seen that the difference in current distributions between the
bulk and the perimeter regions is abrupt. On the other hand, comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(c),
the current distribution difference between the bulk and the perimeter regions is gradual.
Thus, the approach for modeling edge recombination effects and the optically nonuniform
LC effect is not the same as they yield different results.

Fig. 4 Simulated Ge bottom cell LC current distribution profiles with (a) uniform profile, thin perim-
eter area, (b) uniform profile, perimeter area thicker than that in (a), and (c) nonuniform profile, thin
perimeter area.

Table 2 Summary of continuous LED sources specifications used for LBIC measurements.

LED wavelength (nm) Maximum power density (mW∕cm2)

430a,b 47.50

660b 293.46

970a 30.84

1550a 3.50

aLEDs used to current-limit the GaAs middle cell.
bLEDs used to current-limit the Ge bottom cell.
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A.2 Specifications of Light Sources Employed

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the specifications of the continuous LED and pulsating laser sources
employed in the LBIC measurement setups described in Sec. 2.1, respectively.

A.3 Electrical Circuit Model Parameters Fitted

Table 4 shows the list of parameters used upon assimilating the measurement data into the 2-D
electrical circuit model.
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